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Ž .Let R be a local commutative ring and let p be a prime not invertible in R.
Let G be a finite group of order divisible by p. It is well known that the group ring
Ž .RG admits nonprojective lattices e.g., R itself with the trivial action . For any
2Ž . aelement a g H G, R* one can form the twisted group ring R G. The ``twisting
problem'' asks whether there exists a class a s.t. the corresponding twisted group
ring admits only projective lattices. For fields of characteristic p, the answer is in
w Ž . xE. Aljadeff and D. J. S. Robinson J. Pure Appl. Algebra 94 1994 , 1]15 . Here we
answer this question for rings of the form Z s, s G 2. The main tools are thep
classification of modular representation of the Klein 4 group over Z and a2
w Ž .Chouinard-like theorem E. Aljadeff and Y. Ginosar, J. Algebra 179 1996 ,
x599]606 for twisted group rings. Q 1999 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group and R a commutative ring with identity element
Ž < <y1 .1. Let h be a modular i.e., G f R*, the units of R projective
representation of G over R. This is a map
h : G “ GL RŽ .n
such that the composition with the natural map
n : GL R “ PGL RŽ . Ž .n n
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is a homomorphism of groups. Denote h s n (h. It is well known that the
map f : G = G “ R* defined by
y1f s , t s h s h t h st , ;s , t g G,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
satisfies the 2-cocycle condition and hence determines an element a in
2Ž .H G, R* where R* here has the trivial G-structure. We say that a is the
Ž .cohomology class associated to the projective representation h. We say
also that h is in the support of a .
This construction is known also by its module formulation. Since we will
be using both, let us just say that if
h : G “ GL R s GL VŽ . Ž .n
2Ž .is a projective representation supporting a g H G, R* , then V is a
a Ž amodule over the twisted group ring R G. Recall R G , [ Ru andss g G
Ž . .u u s f s , t u . We emphasize that the modules V considered heres t st
are free over R and of finite rank, and hence we often refer to V as an
RaG lattice. Before we state the problem, one word of terminology. We
use the words ``projective representation'' in the sense mentioned above
and ``projective module'' in the sense of the direct summand of a free
module.
2Ž .Clearly every class a g H G, R* contains free modules in its support
and more generally it contains representations which are projective as
modules over RaG.
Twisting Problem
2Ž .Given R and G as above, does there exist a class a g H G, R* such
that every RaG lattice V is projective as an RaG-module? In such a case
a Ž .we say that R G is relati¤e semisimple with respect to R .
The twisting problem should be considered as a first step of a much
2Ž .broader problem, that is, to analyze cohomology classes in H G, R* in
Ž .terms of the ``number'' of non-isomorphic indecomposable representa-
2Ž .tions in their support. We regard the classes in H G, R* as responsible
for ``reducing'' the number of representations. For example, the rank of an
RaG-module V as a free R-module is always divisible by the order of a in
2Ž . Ž dH G, R* . Here is the argument: Let dim V s d and let m V denoteR is1
the d-fold tensor product of V over R. The diagonal action induces an
Ra
d
G module structure on md V and hence on the exterior power nd V.is1
d d 2Ž . .Finally, dim n V s 1 forces a s 1 in H G, R* .R
w xThe twisting problem was studied in AR for fields k of positive
characteristic. Clearly in this case the problem reduces to showing the
2Ž . aexistence of a class a in H G, k* such that k G is a semisimple
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algebra. Recall that if k is a field of characteristic p ) 0, then its p-degree
 Ž . pŽ . 4is given by p-deg k s inf card S : S ; k, k S s k .
0.1. THEOREM. Let k be a field of characteristic p ) 0 and let G be a
2Ž . afinite group. Then there exists a class a in H G, k* such that k G is
semisimple if and only if
Ž .a P, the Sylow p-subgroup of G, intersects the commutator subgroup
G9 of G tri¤ially. In particular P is abelian.
Ž . Ž .b The rank of P number of cyclic components does not exceed the
p-degree of the field k.
Using Theorem 0.1, we extend the definition of p-degree to commuta-
tive local rings.
0.2. DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative local ring. Let p be a prime
integer which is not invertible in R. Then p-deg R G r if and only if there
is a positive solution to the twisting problem for the elementary abelian
p-group of rank r over R; i.e., there exists
a g H 2 C = C = ??? = C , R*p p pž /^ ‘ _
r
for which RaC = ??? = C is relative semisimple.p p
It emerges from our results that, for arbitrary commutative rings, the
twisting problem has a positive solution for certain non-abelian p-groups.
Nevertheless the abelian p-groups, or more precisely the elementary
abelian p-groups, play a crucial role in the whole theory. For group rings it
w xis Chouinard's theorem C . For rings that are strongly graded by finite
w xgroups it is in AG . In particular for twisted group rings we have
0.3. THEOREM. Let RaG be a twisted group ring and let M be an
RaG-module. Then M is projecti¤e if and only if it is projecti¤e o¤er RresŽa .H
for e¤ery elementary abelian subgroup H of G.
In this article we deal with projective representations over the rings
s Ž .sZ , Zrp Z p-prime and give a full solution to the twisting problem inp
this case. Note that if G is a p-group, the twisted group ring ZasG is local.p
Consequently, every ZasG-lattice is projective if and only if it is free. Thisp
fact will be used frequently.
Our main results are:
0.4. THEOREM. Let R s Z s and let G be a finite group.p
Ž . Ž .a For s s 1, the twisting problem TP has a positi¤e solution if and
only if G is a p9-group.
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Ž .b For p odd and s G 2, the TP has a positi¤e solution if and only if
the Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic and tri¤ially intersects G9, the commutator
subgroup of G.
Ž . Ž .c In the case R s Z p s 2, s s 2 , the TP has a positi¤e solution if4
Žand only if the Sylow 2-subgroup of G is cyclic and hence intersects G9
w x.tri¤ially; see Rot, Theorem 7.32 .
Ž .d For p s 2 and s G 3, the TP has a positi¤e solution if and only if
Ž .the Sylow 2-subgroup of G is dihedral including the Klein 4-group or cyclic.
0.5. COROLLARY. In terms of p-degree we ha¤e
p-deg Z s 0Ž .p
p-deg Z s s 1, p-odd, s G 2Ž .p
2-deg Z s 1Ž .4
2-deg Z s s 2, s G 3.Ž .2
The discussion on the twisting problem is organized as follows: In
Ž .Section 1 we discuss cyclic p-groups, in Sections 2 and 3 elementary
abelian p-groups, and in Section 4 general finite groups.
Finally we observe that the twisting problem is closely related to the
Ž .classical question of number rings being Dedekind or not. For example,
Žour results yield the following theorem. This relation will be further
.discussed in a forthcoming paper.
0.6. THEOREM. Let a be a square free integer not di¤isible by p. Then the
p'w xring Z a is a Dedekind domain if and only if , for any s G 2, its quotient
modulo ps gi¤es a positi¤e solution to the twisting problem with the ring Z sp
and the cyclic group of order p.
p'w xRemark. The referee suggested that we consider the ring S s Z aŽ p.p'Ž . w xhere Z denotes the p-adic integers rather than Z a . He pointed outŽ p.
that our result on relative semisimplicity for the cyclic group of order p
follows from a general theorem on the structure of finitely generated
Ž . p 2modules over S. Indeed, one shows Theorem 1.3 that if a k a mod p ,
then S is a discrete valuation ring; this fact can be used to analyze finitely
generated SrpsS-modules. We thank the referee for establishing this
important connection, which may be useful for more general groups.
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1. THE CYCLIC CASE
As mentioned in the Introduction, to solve the twisting problem for an
arbitrary finite group G over the ring Z s, we consider first elementaryp
abelian subgroups C = ??? = C . In this section we deal with the cyclicp p
case. So let C be the group with p elements and consider the twistedp
a 2Ž U .s sgroup ring Z C , where a g H C , Z . It is well known that everyp p p p
2Ž U . Us selement in H C , Z is represented by a 2-cocycle f , a g Z :p p a p
1, i q j - pi jf s , s sŽ .a ½ a, i q j G p.
Ž U . psFurthermore f ; 1 if and only if a g Z .a p
Using the representative f for a , we have thata
ZasC , Z s u [ Z s u [ ??? [ Z s u py 1p p p 1 p s p s
as Z s modules, and multiplication is defined to satisfy the rule: for 0 F i,p
j - p,
u iq j , i q j - p ,s
i ju u ss s ½ iq jypau , i q j G p.s
In particular u p s au . The main theorem in this section iss 1
1.1. THEOREM. Let R s ZasC , s G 2, be as abo¤e and let f be ap p a
representati¤e of a . Then R is relati¤e semisimple if and only if
a k a p mod p2 . )Ž .
Proof. We start by showing that the condition is necessary. Assume a
is represented by a cocycle f with a ’ a p mod p2. We exhibit a lattice Ma
which is not free over ZasC . If p is odd or p s 2 and s s 2, an easyp p
2Ž U .scalculation of the cohomology group H C , Z shows that f is ap p a
coboundary and hence a admits a representation M which is 1-dimen-
2Ž U .s ssional over Z . If p s 2 and s G 3, the cohomology group H C , Zp 2 2
has a unique nontrivial class with representative f satisfying a ’a
p 2 w x Ž .s s sa mod p , namely, a s f . Let V s Z [ Z as Z -mod . The map5 2 2 2
C “ GL Z s ( GL VŽ . Ž .2 2 2
1 2
s ‹ ž /2 y1
Ž . ² :defines a projective representation of C s s which is in the support2
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w x asof the class f s a . Furthermore, V is not free as an Z C module since5 2 2
sy1Ž .V is annihilated by the nonzero element 2 1 q u .s
We show now the condition is sufficient; that is, ZasC is relativep p
semisimple whenever a k a p mod p2, a g ZUs. We pass to the completionp
Z and by abuse of notation we consider a an element in ZU .Ž p. Ž p.
1.2. LEMMA. Assume a g ZU satisfies a k a p mod p2. ThenŽ p.
Ž . 21 a is not a pth power mod p . In particular a is not a pth power in
Z .Ž p.
Ž . p Ž2 The polynomial x y a is irreducible o¤er Q the field of p-adicp
.numbers .
p'Ž . w x3 The ring Z a is free of rank p o¤er Z .Ž p. Ž p.
Proof. Assume a ’ b p mod p2 for some b g ZU . SinceŽ p.
Z = Z , p / 2py1 pU
2Z sp ½ Z p s 2,2
Ž p. py1 py1 2we have 1 s b s a mod p , which contradicts the condition on
p Ž wa. Next, if x y a is reducible over Q , it has a root in Q see VdW, p.p p
x. Ž .180 . But this root must be in Z , so we get a contradiction to 1 . TheŽ p.
third statement is now clear.
p p' 'w x Ž .Let S s Z a a as in the lemma . Observe that the map a ‹ u isŽ p. s
a ring homomorphism from S onto R which induces an isomorphism
SrpsS ( R. Thus, every R-module and, in particular, every R-lattice is an
S-module annihilated by ps.
p'1.3. THEOREM. S is a discrete ¤aluation ring. Moreo¤er, p s a y a is
Ž . p Ž .its uniformizer and p s p .
Before we prove Theorem 1.3, let us show how this implies Theorem 1.1.
ŽLet M be a finitely generated indecomposable R-module not necessarily
.a lattice . Clearly, M is indecomposable also as an S-module and by
i Ž . p s Ž . sTheorem 1.3, M ( Srp S for some i G 1. Furthermore p s p
annihilates M and so i F ps. On the other hand, observe that if i F
Ž . sy1 Ž . Ž . Žp s y 1 , then p M s 0 and if i s p s y 1 , then rank M s p as an
. Ž .sabelian group . Assume now that M is free over Z . We have i ) p s y 1p
Ž . Ž sy1 . Ž .and therefore rank M G rank Srp S s p. Note that rank M F p,
Ž . p ssince M is a quotient of S. It follows that ord M s p and i s ps. This
proves Theorem 1.1.
p' Ž . ŽProof of Theorem 1.3. Let w s a . Since K s Q w is a local field ofp
. w xdegree p over Q by Lemma 1.2 , we need to show that Z w sp Ž p.
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w xZ w y a is its ring of integers. Let ¤ be the normalized valuation onŽ p. Q p
Ž .Q with ¤ p s 1 and let ¤ be its extension to K. We computep Q Kp
Ž . Ž w Ž .x.¤ w y a using see W, Theorem 2.3.3K
¤ x s 1rd = ¤ N x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .K Q K r Qp p
w xwhere d s K : Q s p and N denotes the norm function. Thusp K r Q p
Ž . ŽŽ .Ž . Ž py1 .. Ž¤ w y a s 1rp = ¤ w y a z w y a ??? z w y a s 1rp = ¤ aK Q Qp pp.y a , where z is a primitive pth root of unity. But the condition on a
p Ž .implies that a y a s pd , where d is a unit, and so ¤ w y a s 1rp.K
This shows that w y a is prime in K and the extension KrQ is totallyp
wramified. The fact that S is the ring of integers of K follows now from W,
Ž .xTheorem 3.3.2 and hence S is a discrete valuation ring. Clearly w y a is
Ž . p Ž .the uniformizer in S and w y a s p .
2. REDUCTION TO ELEMENTARY ABELIAN
GROUPS OF SMALL RANK
In this section we show that if the rank of an elementary abelian group
G s C = ??? = C is large, then the twisting problem has no positivep p
solution over Z s. More precisely we showp
2.1. THEOREM. Let G s C1 = ??? = C r be an elementary abelian groupp p
Ž .of rank r indices 1, . . . , r may be omitted . If p is odd, then the twisting
problem for G and Z s has no positi¤e solution whene¤er r G 2. If p s 2, itp
has no positi¤e solution whene¤er r G 3.
Remark. Theorem 2.1 together with Theorem 1.1 gives a complete
solution to the twisting problem for elementary abelian groups with p odd.
For p s 2, the Klein 4-group still needs to be considered and we do so in
the next section.
Proof. We start by describing the cohomology group
H 2 G s C = C = ??? = C , ZUs .p p p pž /^ ‘ _
r
Let
pU Uw x w x s sA s b : b g Z r ZŽ . Ž .½ 51 i i p p1FiFr
A s a : a g ZUs , a p s 1Ž . 42 i j i j p i j1Fi-jFr
A s A = A .1 2
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2ŽWe claim there is a 1]1 correspondence between H C = ??? =p
U . 2Ž ² : ² : U .s sC , Z and A. Take a g H C = ??? = C s x = ??? = x , Zp p p p 1 r p
and let f be a representing cocycle satisfying
1, l q t - p ,l tf x , x s 0 F l , t - p , i s 1, . . . , r .Ž .i i ½ b , l q t G p ,i
Ž . y1Ž .This corresponds to the element in A given by a s f x , x f x , x ,i j i j j i
w x U Ž U . ps s1 F i, j F r, and b , 1 F i F r, the class in Z r Z represented byi p p
b . This description of H 2 follows from the universal coefficient theoremi
infU U1 26
s s0 “ Ext C = ??? = C , Z H C = ??? = C , ZŽ . Ž .Z p p p p p p
“ Hom M C = ??? = C , ZUs “ 0.Ž .Ž .Z p p p
Indeed, the isomorphisms
r
pU U U1
s s sExt C = ??? = C , Z , Z r ZŽ . Ž .[Z p p p p p
is1
rŽ .2
M C = ??? = C , ZŽ . [p p p
1
Ž w x.see K, 4.1.3 and the fact that the sequence above splits give the desired
correspondence.
Recall that to show that a twisted group ring RaG is not relative
semisimple, it is sufficient to find a subgroup H in G such that the
resŽa . Ž wcorresponding subring R H is not relative semisimple see AG, Intro-
x.duction and Lemma 4 . Assume p / 2. We show that for every a g
2Ž U .sH C = ??? = C , Z , r G 2, there is a cyclic subgroup H in G withp p p
G Ž .res a s 0. It is sufficient of course to consider the case r s 2. So letH
2Ž ² : ² : U . Žw x w x .sa g H C = C , s = t , Z be given and let b , b , a bep p p 1 2 12
w x w xthe corresponding element in A s A = A . Assume b and b are1 2 1 2
U Ž U . p Ž .s snontrivial in Z r Z otherwise we are done . Let 0 F t F p y 1 be anp p
w xyt w x ² t :integer such that b s b and let H s s t . We claim that1 2
G Ž .res a s 0. Indeed,H
pp yp t
t tu s f s , t u uŽ . Ž .s t s t
p pt tŽŽ py1.qŽ py2.q ? ? ? q1. yp ts u u a f s , tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .s t 12
p .tŽ t yp t2s a b b f s , t ,Ž .1 212
U Ž U . ps swhich is trivial in Z r Z .p p
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Consider now the case p s 2. Again, it is enough to show that for every
2Ž ² : ² : ² : U .sa g H C = C = C s x = x = x , Z there is a cyclic sub-2 2 2 1 2 3 2
group H in C = C = C for which ZresŽa .s H is not relative semisimple.2 2 2 2
Žw x w x w x .Let a be represented by b , b , b , a , a , a in A. By Theorem1 2 3 12 13 23
1.1 we can assume b ’ 3 mod 4, i s 1, 2, 3. We also can assume alli
a ’ 3 mod 4, for if a ’ 1 mod 4 for some i and j, then the cyclici j i j
Ž 2 .subgroup generated by x x has the desired property i.e., u ’ 1 mod 4 .i j x xi j
ŽBut if a ’ b ’ 3 mod 4, the element x x x generates a subgroup H ofi j i 1 2 3
. 2order 2 with u ’ 1 mod 4.x x x1 2 3
3. THE KLEIN 4-GROUP
In this section we solve the twisting problem for R s Z s, s G 2, and2
ŽG s C = C . This completes the discussion for elementary abelian2 2
. 2Ž U . Žw x w x .sgroups. Let a g H C = C , Z be given and let b , b , a be2 2 2 1 2 12
the corresponding element in A. By the argument given in Section 2, we
know that ZasC = C is not relative semisimple whenever b or b or a2 2 2 1 2 12
is congruent to 1 mod 4. So let us assume a ’ b ’ b ’ 3 mod 4.12 1 2
 sy1 4Specifically, a g y1, 2 y 1 and, up to coboundaries, b and b can12 1 2
 4be chosen to take values in y1, 3 .
We start with s s 2.
Žw x w x . a3.1. PROPOSITION. Let a s b , b , a be as abo¤e. Then Z C =1 2 12 4 2
C is not relati¤e semisimple.2
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the following general result.
a Ž ² : ² :.s3.2. THEOREM. Let Z C = C C = C s s = t be the twisted2 2 2 2 2
group ring where a is determined by the relations u u s yu u , u2 ss t t s s
b , u2 s b , and b , b g ZUs. Then for e¤ery choice of b , b one can find1 t 2 1 2 2 1 2
a ZasC = C lattice M which is not projecti¤e.2 2 2
Theorem 3.2 implies Proposition 3.1 by setting b s b s y1. Clearly,1 2
the module Mr4M is free over Z but not projective over ZaC = C .4 4 2 2
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Assume first b s b s y1. Let M s Z s [ Z s1 2 2 2
[ Z s [ Z s and define an action of u , u , and u on M via the2 2 s t st
matrices A , A , and A , respectively:s t st
0 y1 0 0
1 0 0 0A s ,s 0 0 0 y1 0
0 0 1 0
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0 y1 y1 y1
y1 0 y1 1A s ,t 1 1 1 0 0
1 y1 0 y1
1 0 1 y1
0 y1 y1 y1A s .st y1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0
Ž .It is easily checked that this correspondence defines a projective
representation in the support of b s b s a s y1. Furthermore, 21 2 12
sy1Ž .divides the matrix I q A q A q A and so 0 / 2 1 q u q u q us t st s t st
annihilates M. Hence M is not free over ZasC = C . Assume now b s 32 2 2 1
and b s y1. Here we set2
1 0 y1 y1
0 y1 y1 1A s ,s y1 y1 0 y1 0y1 1 y1 0
0 y1 y1 y1
y1 0 y1 1A s ,t 1 1 1 0 0
1 y1 0 y1
y2 y1 y2 0
1 y2 0 y2A s .st 0 2 2 1 0y2 0 y1 2
An argument similar to that above shows that the corresponding twisted
group ring is not relative semisimple. Finally, the rings defined by b s y1,1
b s 3 and b s 3, b s 3 are isomorphic to the last ring by u ‹ u ,2 1 2 s t
u ‹ u and u ‹ u , u ‹ u , respectively, and therefore are not rela-t s s t t st
tive semisimple.
As stated in the Introduction, the twisting problem for G s C = C2 2
and Z s , s G 3, has a positive solution. Let us show that in the remaining2
Ž sy1 .  4cases, namely, u u s 2 y 1 u u and b , b g y1, 3 , the rings t t s 1 2
ZasC = C , s G 3, is relative semisimple.2 2 2
Note that if M is a lattice over ZasC = C , then it is free if and only if2 2 2
r a
rMr2 M is free over Z C = C , where a is the image of a induced by2 2 2
the map Z s “ Z r s Z sr2 rZ s. Indeed, let M be an indecomposable2 2 2 2
ZasC = C lattice which is not free. Then M does not contain a free2 2 2
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Ž .sublattice see proof of Theorem 1.1 . It follows that every m g M is
Ž sy1Ž ..annihilated by the unique minimal ideal 2 1 q u q u q u ins t st
ZasC = C . Consequently every element in Mr2 rM is annihilated by the2 2 2
a
rcorresponding minimal ideal in Z C = C and hence not free. The other2 2 2
direction is clear.
To start with, we recall the classification of representations of C = C2 2
over a field of characteristic 2, in particular Z . Our approach is to show2
Ž Ž ..that all representations except the free one Theorem 3.3 i cannot be
lifted to modules over ZasC = C .2 2 2
Ž w x.3.3. THEOREM Baser, Heller, and Reiner; see B, 4.3.3 . A complete
set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable representations of C = C s2 2
² : ² :s = t o¤er a field k of characteristic 2 is gi¤en as follows.
Ž .i The free indecomposable representation of dimension 4.
Ž .ii For each e¤en dimension 2n and each indecomposable rational
canonical form J of dimension n there is an indecomposable representation
I I I J
s ‹ , t ‹ .ž / ž /0 I 0 I
Ž .iii For each e¤en dimension 2n there is an indecomposable represen-
tation of the form
I J I I0s ‹ , t ‹ ,ž /ž / 0 I0 I
where J denotes the rational canonical form associated to the irreducible0
polynomial ln.
Ž .iv For each odd dimension 2n q 1 there are two indecomposable
representations
I 1 0 0 1n
In0
. . . .. . . .. . . .s ‹ , t ‹
1 0 0 1 0  0
0 I Inq1 nq1
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and
1
. 0 ??? 0. . 1
.I 0 1nq1 I .nq1s ‹ , t ‹ ,.
0 ??? 0 0 1 0 0 0 In0 In
which are isomorphic if and only if n s 0.
Ž .Put k s Z . Let us show first that the representations in case iv may2
be disregarded. More precisely, any representation over Z containing2
Ž . Žrepresentations of type iv cannot be lifted. Let M be an indecomposa-
. a Žw x w x .  4sble Z C = C module where a s b , b , a , b , b g y1, 3 ,2 2 2 1 2 12 1 2
and a s 2 sy1 y 1. Since the subring Zw b1 xs C generated by s is relative12 2 2
Ž . w b1 xssemisimple Theorem 1.1 , M is isomorphic to a free Z C module. By2 2
the remark above, Mr2 M is isomorphic to a Z C free module and hence2 2
cannot have a direct summand of odd dimension over Z .2
Ž .The representations of type iii , although they are not equivalent to
Ž .those of type ii , clearly, for our purposes, can be considered special cases
Ž .just by interchanging s and t . Therefore the problem is reduced to
showing that any representation of C = C containing an indecomposable2 2
Ž . asrepresentation of type ii cannot be lifted to Z C = C .2 2 2
The next lemma is key. It rules out the representations with canonical
form J of dimension ) 2.
a
s3.4. LEMMA. Let M be a Z C = C module and let Mr2 M , M2 2 2 1
[ ??? [ M be the decomposition o¤er Z C = C . Assume M is an inde-k 2 2 2 i
Ž .composable representation of type ii and let J be the canonical form
associated to M . Theni
0 1J s .ž /1 1
In particular dim J s 2.
Ž .sProof. Let h: C = C “ GL Z be the indecomposable projective2 2 n 2
representation that corresponds to the module M. The decomposition of
Mr2 M into indecomposables M [ ??? [ M implies1 k
A B1 1
. .. .h s s q 2 X , h t s q 2Y ,Ž . Ž .. . 0  0A Bk k
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Ž .swhere X, Y g M Z . Let 2n , i s 1, . . . , k, be the dimension of A andn 2 i i
B . Our assumption on M says that, up to equivalence, the matrices Ai i i
and B are of the formi
I I I Jn n n ii i iA ’ mod 2, B ’ mod 2.i i0 I 0 Iž / ž /n nI i
Žw x w x .Now, since h is in the support of the class a s b , b , a , we have1 2 12
Ž . Ž .2a h s s b I,1
Ž . Ž .2b h t s b I,2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c h s h t s a h t h s .12
Let
X i X i Y i Y i11 12 11 12and
i i i iž / ž /X X Y Y21 22 21 22
Ž .be the ith blocks of dimension 2n of X and Y, respectively, i.e. thei
submatrices have the same position as A ini
A1
. . .. 0Ak
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Consider the 1, 1 entry of the ith block in equations a , b , c modulo
Ž .4. They yield respectively
Ž . i Ž .d I q 2 X ’ b I mod 4 ,n 21 1 ni i
Ž . i Ž .e I q 2 J Y ’ b I mod 4 ,n i 21 2 ni i
Ž . i i i Ž i i i .f I q 2 X q 2Y q 2Y s a I q 2 X q 2Y q 2 J X .n 11 11 21 12 n 11 11 i 21i i
Ž . Ž .Since 2a ’ 2 mod 4 , f can be written as12
Ž . Ž . i i Ž .g a y 1 I q 2Y q 2 J X ’ 0 mod 4 .12 n 21 i 21i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, we multiply g by J on the left and use d and e to replacei
2 X i and 2 J Y i . We get21 i 21
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .h b y 1 J q a y 1 J q b y 1 I ’ 0 mod 4 .1 i 12 i 2 ni
Now, since b ’ b ’ a ’ 3 mod 4, we obtain1 2 12
J 2 q J q I ’ 0 mod 2Ž .i i n i
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and
0 1J si ž /1 1
as desired.
Žw x w x . Ž . Ž . Ž .Remark. Note that if b , b , a k 1, 1, 1 mod 4 , h is nontriv-1 2 12
ial and hence J is at most of dimension 2.i
Ž .Lemma 3.4 together with the discussion that precedes it shows that if a
Ž .representation w of C = C over Z , lifts to a projective representation2 2 2
Ž .sof C = C over Z which is in the support of a ’ 3, 3, 3 mod 4, then2 2 2
necessarily w decomposes into a direct sum of indecomposable representa-
0 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Žtions of type i or type ii with J s . Note that both representations1 1
.are of dimension 4. We are now ready to prove
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let ZasC = C , s G 3, be the twisted group ring with2 2 2
Žw x w x sy1 . Žw x w x sy1 . asa s y1 , y1 , 2 y 1 or a s 3 , 3 , 2 y 1 . Then Z C = C is2 2 2
Žrelati¤e semisimple. Note that the remaining cases for b , b are obtained by1 2
.interchanging s , t , st .
By putting together the preceding results, we have
2Ž U . Žs3.6. THEOREM. There exists an a g H E, Z E an elementary abelian2
. as s2-group making Z E semisimple relati¤e to Z if and only if rank E F 2.2 2
Proof of Proposition 3.5. Let h be a projective representation of C = C2 2
Žw x w x sy1 .sover Z which is in the support of one of the cocycles 3 , 3 , 2 y 1 or2
Žw x w x sy1 .y1 , y1 , 2 y 1 . We assume that h is indecomposable nonfree and
get a contradiction. We can assume that all components appearing in the
Ž . Ž .decomposition of h over Z are of type ii i.e., no free components .2
Indeed if h contains a free component, its inverse image with respect to
the map induced by ``reduction mod 2'' is a ZasC = C free module F.2 2 2
Since free modules over ZasC = C are also injective, F is a direct2 2 2
summand, contradicting the indecomposability of h.
Applying Theorem 3.3 we can therefore assume h is of the form
ÃA
. .h s s mod 2 ,Ž . Ž .. 0ÃA
ÃB
. .h t s mod 2 ,Ž . Ž .. 0ÃB
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where
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1Ã ÃA s , B s .
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0  0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
In particular, the dimension of h over Z is 4m, where m is the number2
of blocks. We permute basis elements
e ‹ e , 0 F k F m y 1, 1 F l F 4,4 kql mŽ ly1.qkq1
and get an equivalent representation h of the form1
I I
h s ’ mod 2Ž . Ž .1 ž /0 I
I J
h t ’ mod 2 ,Ž . Ž .1 ž /0 I
0 ImŽ .where I s I and J s . Note thatI I2 m m m
J 2 s J q I.
Ž .sWe change our basis once more over Z .2
Ž .sClaim. There exists a matrix Q g GL Z such that4 m 2
I I2 m 2 my1Qh s Q s A s .Ž .1 s ž /b y 1 I yIŽ .s 2 m 2 m
w b1 x² : as sIndeed, since b ’ 3 mod 4, the subring S s Z s of Z C = C is1 2 2 2 2
relative semisimple and hence any two S modules are equivalent if and
only if they have the same dimension over Z s. This proves the claim.2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that h s ’ A mod 2 , so the matrix Q s Q mod 2 commutes1 s
I IŽ .with mod 2. Consequently, conjugation with Q gives the following0 I
lemma.
Ž . Ž .s3.7. LEMMA. Let h: C = C “ GL V , GL Z be an inde-2 2 Z 4 m 2s2
Ž Ž .composable projecti¤e representation which is in the support of a ’ 3, 3, 3
. asmod 4 . If V is not free o¤er Z C = C , then h is equi¤alent to the2 2 2
representation
I I
s ‹ A s ,s b y 1 I yIž /Ž .1
I Q JQy1A B 1 1t ‹ A s ’ mod 2 ,Ž .t ž / ž /C D 0 I
Ž .swhere Q g GL Z .1 2 m 2
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Q QI I 1 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Since Q commutes with mod 2 , it is of the form ,0 Q0 I 1
Ž . Ž .where Q g GL Z and Q g M Z .1 2 m 2 2 2 m 2
Denote
I J2 mA B y1 y1s A s Qh t Q ’ Q Q mod 2 .Ž . Ž .t 1ž / ž /C D 0 I2 m
Finally
Qy1 yQy1Q Qy1 y1Q Q I J I Q JQ1 1 21 2 2 m 2 m 1 1s ,y1ž / ž /0 Q 0 I ž /0 Iž /0 Q1 2 m 2 m1
as desired.
To complete the proof of Proposition 3.5 we show that the following
equations lead to a contradiction,
a A A s a A AŽ . s t 12 t s
b A2 s b I ,Ž . t 2 4 m
Ž . sy1 Ž .where b ’ 3 mod 4 and a s 2 y 1. From a we get2 12
A q C B q D
b y 1 A y C b y 1 B y Dž /Ž . Ž .1 1
A q b y 1 B A y BŽ .1s a ;12 ž /C q b y 1 D C y DŽ .1
hence,
c B q D s a A y BŽ . Ž .12
d b y 1 B y D s a C y D .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 12
Ž .From b we get
2 b I 02A q BC AB q BD s
2ž / ž /0 b ICA q DC CB q D 2
and so
e AB q BD s 0Ž .
f CB q D2 s b I.Ž . 2
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We solve for A in c and for C in d , and insert into e and f ,
Ž y1 .respectively. This yields note that a s a12 12
g a q 1 B2 q a DB q BD s 0Ž . Ž .12 12
h a b y 1 B2 q 1 y a DB q D2 s b I.Ž . Ž . Ž .12 1 12 2
Now, from the definition of B and C,
B s Q JQy1 q 2W , D s I q 2V1 1
Ž . Ž .sfor some V, W g M Z . Equation g then reads2 m 2
2y1 y1i a q 1 Q JQ q 2W q a I q 2V Q JQ q 2WŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .12 1 1 12 1 1
q Q JQy1 q 2W I q 2V s 0.Ž .Ž .1 1
Ž . y1We conjugate i by Q . Denoting1
X s Qy1WQ1 1
Y s Qy1VQ ,1 1
we obtain
j a q 1 J 2 q 2 JX q 2 XJ q 4 X 2 q a J q 2 X q 2YJ q 4YXŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .12 12
qJ q 2 JY q 2 X q 4 XY s 0.
Using 2a s y2, we get12
k a q 1 J 2 q a q 1 J y 2YJ y 4YX q 2 JY q 4 XY s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .12 12
Ž .We simplify k using
a q 1 J 2 q a q 1 J s a q 1 I mod 2 sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .12 12 12 2 n
Ž 2 sy1 .which is obtained from J q J ’ I mod 2 and a s 2 y 1 in12
w x sl J q 2 X , 2Y s a q 1 I mod 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .12 2 n
where the square brackets stand for the additive commutator. We repeat
Ž . Ž . Ž .steps i ] k but now for Eq. h . This yields
2y1m a b y 1 Q JQ q 2W q 1 y a I q 2VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .12 1 1 1 12
2y1= Q JQ q 2W q I q 2V s b I.Ž .Ž .1 1 2
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Conjugating by Qy1,1
a b y 1 J 2 q 2 JX q 2 XJ q 4 X 2Ž . Ž .12 1
q 1 y a J q 2 X q 2YJ q 4YX q I q 4Y q 4Y 2 s b I.Ž . Ž .12 2
Finally 2a s y2 gives12
n 1 y b J 2 q 1 y a J q 2 1 y b JX q XJŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 12 1
q 1 y b I q 4 1 y b X 2 q 4 X q 4YJ q 8YXŽ . Ž .2 1
q4Y q 4Y 2 ’ 0 mod 2 s .Ž .
Ž . Ž .We now show that l and n lead to a contradiction. To this end, we
Ž . Ž . w xs sdefine a linear map w : M Z “ M Z by A ‹ J, A .2 m 2 2 m 2
Let K s ker w and I s Image w. We claim that K and I provide a
Ž .ssuperalgebra structure on the ring M Z . This is in our next2 m 2
3.8. PROPOSITION.
a M Z s s K [ IŽ . Ž .2 m 2
b I ? I s KŽ .
c K ? K s KŽ .
d K ? I s I ? K s I.Ž .
Proof. A direct calculation shows that K and I are given by
A 0 0 B
sK s q A , B g M ZŽ .n 2½ 5ž / ž /0 A B B
A 0 0 B
sI s q A , B g M Z .Ž .n 2½ 5ž / ž /A yA yB 0
A BŽ . Ž . Ž . ŽsClearly K l I s 0 . Furthermore for any g M Z A, B, C, D2 n 2C D
Ž ..sg M Z , we haven 2
3 A y B y C q 2 D
0
5A B sž / 3 A y B y C q 2 DC D  00
5^ ‘ _
g K
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yA q 2 B q 2C q D
0
5q yA q 2 B q 2C q D yA q 2 B q 2C q D 0
5 5^ ‘ _
g K
2 A q B q C y 2 D
0
5
q 2 A q B q C y 2 D 2 A q B q C y 2 D
y 0ž /5 5^ ‘ _
g I
A q 3B y 2C y D
0
5
q ,A q 3B y 2C y D
y 0 0ž /5^ ‘ _
g I
Ž . Ž . w x w xproving a . For b , to prove I ? I ; K, we let J, A and J, A be1 2
elements in I and show
w x w xJ , J , A ? J , A s 0.1 2
Indeed
w x w xJ , J , A ? J , A1 2
s J 2A JA y J 2A A J y JA J 2A q JA JA J y JA JA J1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
q JA A J 2 q A J 2A J y A JA J 2 .1 2 1 2 1 2
Putting J 2 s J q I, we obtain
JA JA q A JA y JA A J y A A J y JA JA y JA A1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
q JA A J q JA A q A JA J q A A J y A JA J y A JA s 01 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
as desired. Equality follows from
A 0 0 B 0 yA B 0 0 Iq s q .ž / ž / ž / ž / ž /ž /0 A B B A 0 B yB yI 0^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _^ ‘ _
K K II
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of c and d : Obviously i K ? K > K, ii K ? I > I, and iii
w xI ? K > I since id g K. Moreover, for A g K we have J, A ? A s2 1 2
w x Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .J, A , A showing equality in ii and similarly in iii . The equality in i1 2
is clear.
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Now we decompose X and Y into their components in K and I. We
claim that the I component of Y is zero modulo 2, namely, we can write
X s X q XK I
Y s Y q 2Y .K I
Ž .Indeed, Eq. l gives
w xJ , 2Y ’ 0 mod 4 a ’ 3 mod 4 .Ž .12
Ž .sFurthermore, an easy calculation shows that for any Z g M Z ,2 m 2
w x w xJ , J , Z ’ J , Z mod 2 .Ž .
ÃThus writing Y s Y q Y we haveK I
Ã Ã Ãw x0 ’ J , Y s J , Y q Y s J , Y s Y mod 2Ž .K I I I
as claimed.
Ž .Equation l decomposes into
w x w x sl 2 X , 2Y q 2 X , 4Y s a q 1 I mod 2Ž . Ž . Ž .K K K I I 12
w x w x w x sl J , 4Y q 2 X , 2Y q 2 X , 4Y s 0 mod 2 .Ž . Ž .I I I K K I
Ž .Similarly, n decomposes into
n 1 y b J 2 q 1 y a J q 1 y b IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .K 1 12 2
q2 1 y b JX q X J q 4 1 y b X 2 q X 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 K K 1 K I
q4 X q 4Y J q 8Y X q 16Y X q 4Y q 4Y 2 q 16Y 2K K K K I I K K I
s 0 mod 2 s ,Ž .
n 2 1 y b JX q X J q 4 1 y b X X q X XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .I 1 I I 1 K I I K
q4 X q 8Y J q 8Y X q 16Y X q 8YI I K I I K I
q8Y Y q 8Y Y s 0 mod 2 s .Ž .K I I K
Ž . Ž .We solve for 4 X and 4 X in n and n , respectively, and insert in theK I K I
Ž . Ž s.left-hand side of l . We claim this is 0 mod 2 , contradicting a q 1 sK 12
sy1 Ž s. Ž . Ž .2 mod 2 . Indeed, the left-hand side of l now reads up to a signK
2 22 1 y b JX q X J q 4 1 y b X q X q 8Y XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 K K 1 K I K K
2q16Y X q 16Y , YI I I K
q 2 1 y b JX q X J q 4 1 y b X X q X XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 I I 1 K I I K
q8Y X q 16Y X q 8Y Y q 8Y Y , 2Y .K I I K K I I K I
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We open the brackets:
4 1 y b JX Y y Y JX q X 2 Y y Y X 2 q X 2 Y y Y X 2Ž . Ž1 K K K K K K K K I K K I
qJX Y y Y JX q X JY y Y X JI I I I I I I I
q2 X X Y y 2Y X X q 2 X X Y y 2Y X X .K I I I K I I K I I I K
q8Y X Y y 8Y 2 X q 16Y X Y y 16Y Y XK K K K K I I K K I I
q16Y 2 Y y 16Y Y 2 q 16Y JY y 16Y 2 JI K K I I I I
q16Y X Y y 16Y Y X q 32Y X Y y 32Y 2 XK I I I K I I K I I K
q16Y Y 2 y 16Y Y Y q 16Y Y Y y 16Y 2 Y .K I I K I I K I I K
This can be arranged into
w x w xs 2 1 y b J q 2 X X , Y q X , 2YŽ . Ž . Ž .1 K K K I I
w x w xq 2 1 y b X , Y q X , 2Y J q 2 XŽ . Ž .Ž .1 K K I I K
w x w x w xq 4 1 y b X J , Y q X , Y q X , 2YŽ . Ž .1 I I I K K I
w x w x w xq 4 1 y b J , Y q X , Y q X , 2Y XŽ . Ž .1 I I K K I I
w x w x w xq 16Y J , Y q X , Y q X , 2YŽ .I I I K K I
w x w xq 8Y X , Y q X , 2Y .Ž .K K K I I
Ž . Ž .Apply l to lines 1, 2, and 6 and l to lines 3, 4, and 5 to getK I
Ž .Ž .J q 2 X a q 1 in each of lines 1 and 2 and zero for the other lines.K 12
We obtain
s 2 a q 1 J q 2 X s 0 mod 2 sŽ . Ž . Ž .12 K
as claimed. This completes the proof.
4. SOLUTION OF THE TWISTING PROBLEM
FOR GENERAL FINITE GROUPS
In this section we prove Theorem 0.4.
Ž . sa If s s 1, Z is a perfect field and hence the result follows fromp
Theorem 0.1.
Ž . asb Let s G 2 and p be odd. By Theorem 2.1, Z G cannot bep
Ž relative semisimple if p-rank G G 2 p-rank G s max rank E, E elemen-
.tary abelian p-subgroup of G . On the other hand, if G is a p9-group, the
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group ring Z sG is relative semisimple, leaving us with the case ofp
Ž .p-rank G s 1.
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let p be an odd prime. If ZasG is relati¤e semisimple,p
then the Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic and has a normal complement in G.
Proof. It is well known that a p-group P, p ) 2, whose elementary
abelian subgroups are cyclic must be cyclic. To show the second part of the
Žclaim we use the universal coefficient theorem to get the diagram see
w x .AR : P is the Sylow p-subgroup of G
inf pU U U1 26 6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .s s s0 Ext G , Z H G, Z Hom M G , Z 0
6 6 6
Z ab p p p
res
infU U U1 26 6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .s s s0 Ext P, Z H P, Z Hom M P , Z 0,Z p p p
Ž .where M G denotes the Schur multiplier of G. Note that since P is
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.cyclic, M P s 0 and therefore M G s 0 p-component; see K, 4.1.4 .p
Ž Ž . U . Ž Ž . U .s sConsequently, Hom M P , Z and Hom M G , Z vanish. Let a s ap p p p
2Ž U .sq a g H G, Z , where a and a are the p- and p9-components ofp9 p p p9
Ž . Ž .a . Since p a s 0, a is trivial on G9 the commutator subgroup and sop p
a s a q a is trivial on G9 l P. If G9 l P is not trivial, then thep p9
a Ž .s stwisted group ring Z G contains the group ring Z G9 l P which is notp p
relative semisimple and hence ZasG is not semisimple relative to Z s.p p
² :Finally, G9 l P s 1 implies P has a normal complement in G by the
Ž w x.Burnside theorem see Rot, 7.31 .
So let G be of the required form; namely, the Sylow p-subgroup P of G
Ž .is cyclic generator s and has a normal complement N. We show that the
w xstwisting problem has a positive solution for Z , s G 2, and G. Let a bep
ordŽP . Ž U . psthe class represented by u s a f Z . Theorems 0.3 and 1.1 implys p
w ax w xsZ P is relative semisimple. Finally, the image of a under the inflationp
map
H 2 GrN, ZUs “ H 2 G, ZUsŽ . Ž .p p
gives the desired class.
Ž .c R s Z . As in the previous case, here also a positive solution to4
Ž .the twisting problem for G and Z is possible, only if 2-rank G F 1.4
Ž . Ž Ž . sAssume 2-rank G s 1 if ord G is odd, Z G is of course relative2
.semisimple .
The Sylow 2-group of G is either cyclic C r or generalized quaternions2
Ž w x.rQ see G, 4.10, p. 199 . We show that the twisting problem has a2
Žrnegative solution for Q over Z and in fact over any ring R with2 4
. Ž .r r2 f R* and a positive solution for C over Z . Indeed since M Q s 02 4 2
Ž w x.see K, 4.2.7 , the universal coefficient theorem implies that every ele-
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2Ž U . Xr rment in H Q , Z is trivial on the commutator subgroup Q and2 4 2
therefore ZaQ r is not semisimple relative to Z .4 2 4
² :rOn the other hand, if the Sylow 2-subgroup is isomorphic to C s s ,2
note that the twisted group ring ZaC r , where a is given by u2
r s 3, is4 2 s
Ž .relative semisimple by Theorem 1.1 . Furthermore, since p s 2 is minimal
Ž . Ž .prime dividing ord G , the Sylow 2-subgroup being cyclic has a normal
Ž w x.complement in G see Rot, 7.32 . The proof is then completed as in the
odd prime case.
Ž .d Finally, we deal with the most interesting case, namely, p s 2,
s G 3. By Theorem 2.1 the twisting problem for G over Z s, s G 3, may2
Ž .have a positive solution only if the 2-rank G F 2.
Ž . Ž .If 2-rank G s 0, 1, one proceeds exactly as in case c . We assume
Ž .therefore that 2-rank G s 2. There are several families of groups having
2-rank s 2; nevertheless we show that there is a positive solution to the
Ž .stwisting problem for G over Z , s G 3, if and only if G 2 , the Sylow2
m Ž2-subgroup of G, is dihedral of order 2 , m G 2 the case m s 2 corre-
.sponds to the Klein 4-group .
Assume first that G is a 2-group with 2-rank s 2 and assume the
twisting problem has a positive solution for G over Z s, s G 3. By the2
discussion above, G does not contain any generalized quaternion group.
We claim that G does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to C = C s2 4
 < 2 4 4 ast , s ts s st , t s s s 1 . Let Z C = C be a twisted group ring,2 2 4
2 Ž U . 2 y 2 y 1sa g H C = C , Z . Indeed, we have u u u u s2 4 2 s t s t
2 y1Ž y1 y1. y1 y1 y1 y1 2 Ž .u u u u u u u u u s u a u u u s a ’ 1 mod 4 ,s s s t s t t s t s st t s t st
Ž . resŽa .² : ² 2:sshowing by Section 3, first paragraph that Z t = s and there-2
fore ZasC = C are not semisimple relative to Z s.2 2 4 2
We now prove
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let G be a finite 2-group of order 2 m which does not
Ž . Ž .contain subgroups isomorphic to any of a C = C = C , b C = C , or2 2 2 2 4
Ž .c generalized quaternions. Then G is either cyclic or isomorphic to the
dihedral group
² < 2 my 1 2 y1:mD s s , t s s t s 1, st s ts2
Ž .including the Klein 4-group .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Clearly the cyclic and dihedral groups satisfy conditions a , b ,
Ž .and c .
To show there are no others, we proceed by induction on the order of G.
Ž . Ž . nIf ord G F 8, the result is clear. Assume ord G s 2 , n G 4, and that
Proposition 4.2 holds for groups of smaller order. Let H be a subgroup of
index 2 in G and by induction, H is cyclic or dihedral. If H is cyclic, then
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w xby 9 G is isomorphic to one of the groups
Ž . n1 cyclic of order 2 ;
Ž . ny12 direct product of a cyclic of order 2 and a group of order 2;
Ž . ² < 2 2 ny 1 x 1q2 ny 2:3 x, a x s 1 s a , a s a ;
Ž . Ž .4 the dihedral group D n n G 4 ;2
Ž .5 the generalized quaternion group Q n;2
Ž .6 the semidihedral group
² < 2 2 ny 1 x 2 ny 2y1:x , a x s 1 s a , a s a .
Ž . Ž .Clearly groups of types 2 and 5 are ruled out by our assumptions.
Ž . ² 2 ny 3:Groups of type 3 contain a subgroup isomorphic to C = C s x, a2 4
Ž Ž 2 ny 3. x Ž x.2 ny 3 Ž 1q2 ny 2 .2 ny 3 2 ny 3 2 2 ny5 2 ny 3indeed a s a s a s a ? a s a since
. Ž .2n y 5 G n y 1 . Finally, the semidihedral group 6 contains a subgroup
² 2 ny 3 :isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 8, Q s xa, a s b . This8
leaves us with the cyclic and dihedral groups as desired.
Assume now that H is dihedral of order 2 ny1. Consider the extension
ny 2 p2 2 y1 6² : ² :1 “ H s s , t : s s t s 1, st s ts “ G C s z “ 12
y1Ž . 2 ² : ² : Žand let u g p z . We claim u g s , where s is the unique andz z
. ny2hence characteristic cyclic subgroup of H of order 2 . Indeed, assume
u2 s ts k, 0 F k - 2 ny2, and let u s uy1 s s j, 0 F j - 2 ny2. Then sy1z z z
k Ž k .y1 2 y2 j y1 j 2 2s ts s ts s u s u s u s u s s and hence j ’ y1z z z z
Ž ny2 .mod 2 , n G 4, which is impossible. Consequently, the subgroup G s0
² : ny1 Ž .s , u ; G is of order 2 and hence cyclic or dihedral by induction .z
Ž .Assume G is dihedral if cyclic, we are done by the previous case . Clearly,0
2 y1 ² :u s 1, u s u s s , and u t centralizes s , so u t , s is abelian ofz z z z z
ny1 ² :order 2 . By our assumptions u t , s must be cyclic. This completesz
the proof of Proposition 4.2 and also of the necessary part of Theorem
Ž .0.4 d .
To show sufficiency we assume the Sylow 2-subgroup of G is dihedral
m Žm sD of order 2 , m G 2 for the cyclic case, replace Z by Z , s ) 2, in2 4 2
Ž ..part c . We proceed in two steps. First we construct the desired cocycle
Žmover D and then we show that it can be extended to the group G i.e., it2
.is in the image of the restriction map from G .
Step 1. By Theorem 0.3 it is enough to construct a class a g
2Ž U .m sH D , Z , s G 3, such that its restriction to any Klein-4 subgroup of2 2
Žw x w x . Ž .mD is represented by the 2-cocycle b , b , a , where b ’ 3 mod 42 1 2 12 i
and a s 2 sy1 y 1.12
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To do this, we choose a central extension
 4 mq 1 mw : 1 “ 1, y “ Q “ D “ 1,2 2
where Q mq 1 denotes the generalized quaternion group of order 2 mq 1, and2
we specialize y s 2 sy1 y 1 g ZUs. This determines an extension of D m by2 2
ZUs with the desired property.2
w xStep 2. Recall Br, Theorem 10.3 that if P is the Sylow p-subgroup of
G Ž . Ž .a group G and M is a G-module, the map res : H* G, M “ H* P, MP
Ž .induces an isomorphism of the p-primary component of H* G, M with
Ž . Ž Ž .the G-invariant elements in H* P, M by definition a g H* P, M is
P g P gy1 Ž .y1 y1G-invariant if res a s res g a for every g g G, whereP l g P g P l g P g
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž gy1 gy1 ...g a ?, ? s g a ? , ? .
w x 2Ž .mTo show that the class w in H D , C determined by the extension2 2
2Ž .above is G-invariant, we need the next proposition. We say a g H S, A
S Ž .is totally nonsplit or has the TNS property if res a / 0 for any subgroupH
 4H / e of S.
w x 2Ž .m4.3. PROPOSITION. The element w g H D , C is TNS. Further-2 2
w x 2Ž .mmore, w is the unique TNS element in H D , C .2 2
w xmq 1Proof. It is well known that Q has a unique involution; hence w is2
2Ž .mTNS. For the second part let b be a TNS element in H D , C . Recall2 2
once again the universal coefficient theorem:
inf p1 26 6
m m m0 “ Ext D , C H D , C Hom M D , C “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2ab
Ž . Ž w x.mNote that M D , C see H, p. 646, Theorem 25.6 and hence2 2
Ž Ž . . Ž . D 2 mŽ .XmHom M D , C , Z . We claim that p b / 0. Otherwise res b2 2 2 D m2
s 0. This clearly contradicts b being TNS wherever m G 3. If m s 2, D m2
1Ž .is the Klein 4 group and elements in Ext D , C correspond to abelian4 2
extensions of D by C . Clearly none of them is TNS.4 2
2Ž . w xmConsequently, every TNS element in H D , C is of the form w y g ,2 2
Ž . w xwhere g g im inf . The proof will be completed if we show that w y g is
not TNS unless g is the trivial class. Indeed if g / 0, it is easy to see that
D 2 mŽ . D 2 mŽw x .mres g / 0 for some involution s in D . This implies res w y g² s: 2 ² s:
s 0 as desired. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.3.
Let us show now that w is G-invariant. Note that the TNS property is
Ž Žw x.preserved by the G-action i.e., g w is also a TNS element in
2Ž y1 .. Ž D 2 mŽw x.mH gD g , C and also by taking restrictions i.e., res w is TNS2 2 H
.m mfor every subgroup H of D . Moreover, since every subgroup H of D2 2
2Ž .is either dihedral or cyclic, there is a unique class in H H, C which is2
w x Žw x. y1mTNS. This implies that w and g w must coincide on H s gD g l2
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2Ž .mD , since they both restrict to the unique TNS element in H H, C .2 2
This completes the proof of Theorem 0.3.
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